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Due to the high volume and speed of massive knowledge, it's Associate in Nursing effective 

possibility to store massive knowledge within the cloud, because the cloud has capabilities of storing 

massive knowledge and process high volume of user access requests. Attribute-Based coding (ABE) 

may be a promising technique to make sure the end-to-end security of massive knowledge within the 

cloud. However, the policy change has continually been a difficult issue once ABE is employed to 

construct access management schemes. A trivial implementation is to let knowledge house owners 

retrieve the information and re-encrypt it underneath the new access policy, and then send it back to 

the cloud. This methodology, however, incurs a high communication overhead and significant 

computation burden on knowledge house owners. during this paper, we have a tendency to propose a 

completely unique theme that facultative economical access management with dynamic policy change 

for giant knowledge within the cloud. we have a tendency to concentrate on developing Associate in 

Nursing outsourced policy change methodology for ABE systems. Our methodology will avoid the 

transmission of encrypted knowledge and minimize the computation work of information house 

owners, by creating use of the antecedently encrypted knowledge with recent access policies. 

Moreover, we have a tendency to additionally propose policy change algorithms for various sorts of 

access policies. Finally, we have a tendency to propose Associate in Nursing economical and secure 

methodology that permits knowledge owner to examine whether or not the cloud server has updated 

the ciphertexts properly. The analysis shows that our policy change outsourcing theme is correct, 

complete, secure and economical. 
 


